


KJV Bible Word Studies for PERFECTION



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

all 4358 ## miklowl {mik-lole'}; from 3634; perfection (i.e. concrete adverbial, splendidly): -- most 
gorgeously, {all} sorts. 

gorgeously 4358 ## miklowl {mik-lole'}; from 3634; perfection (i.e. concrete adverbial, splendidly): -- most 
{gorgeously}, all sorts. 

most 4358 ## miklowl {mik-lole'}; from 3634; perfection (i.e. concrete adverbial, splendidly): -- {most} 
gorgeously, all sorts. 

perfection 2676 # katartisis {kat-ar'-tis-is}; from 2675; thorough equipment (subjectively): -- {perfection}. 

perfection 4359 ## miklal {mik-lawl'}; from 3634; perfection (of beauty): -- {perfection}. 

perfection 4512 ## minleh {min-leh'}; from 5239; completion, i.e. (in produce) wealth: -- {perfection}. 

perfection 5047 # teleiotes {tel-i-ot'-ace}; from 5046; (the state) completeness (mentally or morally): -- 
{perfection}(-ness). 

perfection 5050 # teleiosis {tel-i'-o-sis}; from 5448; (the act) completion, i.e. (of prophecy) verification, or (of
expiation) absolution: -- {perfection}, performance. 

perfection 5052 # telesphoreo {tel-es-for-eh'-o}; from a compound of 5056 and 5342; to be a bearer to 
completion (maturity), i.e. to ripen fruit (figuratively): -- bring fruit to {perfection}. 

perfection 8502 ## tiklah {tik-law'}; from 3615; completeness: -- {perfection}. 

sorts 4358 ## miklowl {mik-lole'}; from 3634; perfection (i.e. concrete adverbial, splendidly): -- most 
gorgeously, all {sorts}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

perfection 04358 ## miklowl {mik-lole'} ; from 03634 ; {perfection} (i . e . concrete adverbial , splendidly) : -
- most gorgeously , all sorts . 

perfection 04359 ## miklal {mik-lawl'} ; from 03634 ; perfection (of beauty) : -- {perfection} . 

perfection 04359 ## miklal {mik-lawl'} ; from 03634 ; {perfection} (of beauty) : -- perfection . 

perfection 04512 ## minleh {min-leh'} ; from 05239 ; completion , i . e . (in produce) wealth : -- {perfection} 
. 

perfection 08502 ## tiklah {tik-law'} ; from 03615 ; completeness : -- {perfection} . 

perfection 2676 - katartisis {kat-ar'-tis-is}; from 2675; thorough equipment (subjectively): -- {perfection}. 

perfection 3167 - megaleios {meg-al-i'-os}; from 3173; magnificent, i.e. (neut, plural as noun) a conspicuous 
favor, or (subjectively) {perfection}: -- great things, wonderful works. 

perfection 5047 - teleiotes {tel-i-ot'-ace}; from 5046; (the state) completeness (mentally or morally): -- 
{perfection}(-ness). 

perfection 5050 - teleiosis {tel-i'-o-sis}; from 5448; (the act) completion, i.e. (of prophecy) verification, or (of 
expiation) absolution: -- {perfection}, performance. 

perfection 5052 - telesphoreo {tel-es-for-eh'-o}; from a compound of 5056 and 5342; to be a bearer to 
completion (maturity), i.e. to ripen fruit (figuratively): -- bring fruit to {perfection}. 

perfections 08550 ## Tummiym {toom-meem'} ; plural of 08537 ; {perfections} , i . e . (techn .) one of the 
epithets of the objects in the high-priest's breastplate as an emblem of complete Truth : -- Thummim . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

2676 + perfection +/ . katartisis {kat-ar'-tis-is}; from 2675 + make + Make + fitted + joined + mending + 
restore + together + Be perfect + were framed + and might perfect + hast thou prepared + one that is 
perfect + thou hast perfected +/ ; thorough equipment (subjectively): --perfection . 

3477 + which was the son of Nagge +/ . Naggai {nang-gah'-ee}; probably of Hebrew origin [compare 5052 + 
publicans + of publicans + to perfection + the publicans + with publicans + him and the publicans + him not
but the publicans + unto you That the publicans +/ ]; Nangae (i .e . perhaps Nogach), an Israelite: --Nagge . 

5050 + perfection + perfection + for there shall be a performance +/ . teleiosis {tel-i'-o-sis}; from 5448 + 
puffed + puffeth + are puffed + of you be puffed + And ye are puffed + not itself is not puffed + of them 
which are puffed +/ ; (the act) completion, i .e . (of prophecy) verification, or (of expiation) absolution: --
perfection, performance . 

5051 + on unto perfection +/ . teleiotes {tel-i-o-tace'}; from 5048 + made + is made + perfect + men made + 
perfected + is not made + is perfected + me to finish + And being made + I have finished + me and to finish 
+ he hath perfected + who is consecrated + might be fulfilled + that I might finish + us should not be made 
+ day I shall be perfected + And when they had fulfilled + I in them and thou in me that they may be made 
+/ ; a completer, i .e . consummater: --finisher . 

5052 + publicans + of publicans + to perfection + the publicans + with publicans + him and the publicans + 
him not but the publicans + unto you That the publicans +/ . telesphoreo {tel-es-for-eh'-o}; from a 
compound of 5056 + end + custom + an end + the end + Finally + the ends + is the end + to the end + and 
the end + and the end + for the end + But the end + unto the end + shall the end + cometh the end + and the 
ending + and the ending + is due ; custom + by her continual + them unto the end + to pass but the end + to 
pass ; but the end + needs be ; but the end + upon them to the uttermost +/ and 5342 + bear + came + bring 
+ Reach + Bring + bearing + endured + brought + bringing + do bring + and bear + bringeth + and laid + 
and bring + and reach + And bring + let us go + you bring + which came + ye me bring + it bringeth + and 
brought + were driven + man brought + was brought + unto you and bring 5342- unto you and bring 5342- 
And brought + that leadeth + they brought + that ye bear + to be brought + and upholding + And they bare 
+ And they bring + it and brought + thee and carry + and they bring + I have brought + that they could + 
and she brought + when there came + as of a rushing + unto them Bring + them and brought + And they 
brought + unto him bringing + to it and brought + as they were moved + that he might bear + in me that 
beareth + branch that beareth + And they shall bring + it that it may bring + that is to be brought + For 
they could not endure +/ ; to be a bearer to completion (maturity), i .e . to ripen fruit (figuratively): --bring 
fruit to perfection . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

11 - perfection 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

perfection 2676 ** katartisis ** {perfection}.

perfection 4359 -- miklal -- {perfection}.

perfection 4512 -- minleh -- {perfection}.

perfection 5047 ** teleiotes ** {perfection}(-ness).

perfection 5050 ** teleiosis ** {perfection}, performance.

perfection 5052 ** telesphoreo ** bring fruit to {perfection}.

perfection 8502 -- tiklah -- {perfection}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

perfection 2676 katartisis * {perfection} , {2676 katartisis } , 5050 teleiosis , 5051 teleiotes ,

perfection 5050 teleiosis * {perfection} , 2676 katartisis , {5050 teleiosis } , 5051 teleiotes ,

perfection 5051 teleiotes * {perfection} , 2676 katartisis , 5050 teleiosis , {5051 teleiotes } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* perfection , 2676 , 5050 , 5051 ,

- perfection , 3632 , 4359 , 4512 , 8502 , 8503 , 8537 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

perfection - 2676 {perfection},

perfection - 5050 {perfection},

perfection - 5051 {perfection},
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English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

perfection , JOB_11_07 , JOB_15_29 , JOB_28_03 ,

perfection , PSA_50_02 , PSA_119_96,

perfection , ISA_47_09 ,

perfection , LAM_02_15,

perfection , LUK_08_14,

perfection , 2CO_13_09 ,

perfection , HEB_06_01 , HEB_07_11,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

perfection 2Co_13_09 # For we are glad, when we are weak, and ye are strong: and this also we wish, [even]
your perfection.

perfection Heb_06_01 # Therefore leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us go on unto 
perfection; not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works, and of faith toward God,

perfection Heb_07_11 # If therefore perfection were by the Levitical priesthood, [for under it the people 
received the law,] what further need [was there] that another priest should rise after the order of 
Melchisedec, and not be called after the order of Aaron?

perfection Isa_47_09 # But these two [things] shall come to thee in a moment in one day, the loss of 
children, and widowhood: they shall come upon thee in their perfection for the multitude of thy sorceries, 
[and] for the great abundance of thine enchantments.

perfection Job_11_07 # Canst thou by searching find out God? canst thou find out the Almighty unto 
perfection?

perfection Job_15_29 # He shall not be rich, neither shall his substance continue, neither shall he prolong 
the perfection thereof upon the earth.

perfection Job_28_03 # He setteth an end to darkness, and searcheth out all perfection: the stones of 
darkness, and the shadow of death.

perfection Lam_02_15 # All that pass by clap [their] hands at thee; they hiss and wag their head at the 
daughter of Jerusalem, [saying, Is] this the city that [men] call The perfection of beauty, The joy of the 
whole earth?

perfection Luk_08_14 # And that which fell among thorns are they, which, when they have heard, go forth, 
and are choked with cares and riches and pleasures of [this] life, and bring no fruit to perfection.

perfection Psa_119_96 # I have seen an end of all perfection: [but] thy commandment [is] exceeding broad.

perfection Psa_50_02 # Out of Zion, the perfection of beauty, God hath shined.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

perfection but thy Psa_119_96 # I have seen an end of all perfection: [but] thy commandment [is] exceeding 
broad.

perfection for the Isa_47_09 # But these two [things] shall come to thee in a moment in one day, the loss of 
children, and widowhood: they shall come upon thee in their perfection for the multitude of thy sorceries, 
[and] for the great abundance of thine enchantments.

perfection not laying Heb_06_01 # Therefore leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us go on 
unto perfection; not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works, and of faith toward God,

perfection of beauty Lam_02_15 # All that pass by clap [their] hands at thee; they hiss and wag their head 
at the daughter of Jerusalem, [saying, Is] this the city that [men] call The perfection of beauty, The joy of 
the whole earth?

perfection of beauty Psa_50_02 # Out of Zion, the perfection of beauty, God hath shined.

perfection the stones Job_28_03 # He setteth an end to darkness, and searcheth out all perfection: the stones
of darkness, and the shadow of death.

perfection thereof upon Job_15_29 # He shall not be rich, neither shall his substance continue, neither shall 
he prolong the perfection thereof upon the earth.

perfection were by Heb_07_11 # If therefore perfection were by the Levitical priesthood, [for under it the 
people received the law,] what further need [was there] that another priest should rise after the order of 
Melchisedec, and not be called after the order of Aaron?

perfection 2Co_13_09 # For we are glad, when we are weak, and ye are strong: and this also we wish, [even]
your perfection.

perfection Job_11_07 # Canst thou by searching find out God? canst thou find out the Almighty unto 
perfection?

perfection Luk_08_14 # And that which fell among thorns are they, which, when they have heard, go forth, 
and are choked with cares and riches and pleasures of [this] life, and bring no fruit to perfection.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

perfection ^ 2Co_13_09 / perfection /^ 

perfection ^ Job_11_07 / perfection /^ 

perfection ^ Luk_08_14 / perfection /^ 

perfection ^ Psa_119_96 / perfection /^but] thy commandment [is] exceeding broad. 

perfection ^ Isa_47_09 / perfection /^for the multitude of thy sorceries, [and] for the great abundance of 
thine enchantments. 

perfection ^ Heb_06_01 / perfection /^not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works, and 
of faith toward God, 

perfection ^ Psa_50_02 / perfection /^of beauty, God hath shined. 

perfection ^ Lam_02_15 / perfection /^of beauty, The joy of the whole earth? 

perfection ^ Job_28_03 / perfection /^the stones of darkness, and the shadow of death. 

perfection ^ Job_15_29 / perfection /^thereof upon the earth. 

perfection ^ Heb_07_11 / perfection /^were by the Levitical priesthood, [for under it the people received the
law,] what further need [was there] that another priest should rise after the order of Melchisedec, and not 
be called after the order of Aaron? 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

perfection ......... on unto perfection 5051 -teleiotes-> 

perfection ......... perfection 2676 -katartisis-> 

perfection ......... perfection 5050 -teleiosis-> 

perfection ......... perfection 5050 -teleiosis-> 

perfection ......... to perfection 5052 -telesphoreo-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

perfection Heb_06_01 Therefore leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us go on unto 
{perfection}; not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works, and of faith toward God, 

perfection Heb_07_11 If therefore {perfection} were by the Levitical priesthood, (for under it the people 
received the law,) what further need [was there] that another priest should rise after the order of 
Melchisedec, and not be called after the order of Aaron? 

perfection Luk_08_14 And that which fell among thorns are they, which, when they have heard, go forth, 
and are choked with cares and riches and pleasures of [this] life, and bring no fruit to {perfection}. 

perfection Job_28_03 He setteth an end to darkness, and searcheth out all {perfection}: the stones of 
darkness, and the shadow of death. 

perfection Psa_119_96 I have seen an end of all {perfection}: [but] thy commandment [is] exceeding broad. 

perfection 1Sa_47_09 But these two [things] shall come to thee in a moment in one day, the loss of children, 
and widowhood: they shall come upon thee in their {perfection} for the multitude of thy sorceries, [and] for 
the great abundance of thine enchantments. 

perfection Job_11_07 Canst thou by searching find out God? canst thou find out the Almighty unto 
{perfection}? 

perfection 2Co_13_09 For we are glad, when we are weak, and ye are strong: and this also we wish, [even] 
your {perfection}. 

perfection Lam_02_15 All that pass by clap [their] hands at thee; they hiss and wag their head at the 
daughter of Jerusalem, [saying, Is] this the city that [men] call The {perfection} of beauty, The joy of the 
whole earth? 

perfection Psa_50_02 Out of Zion, the {perfection} of beauty, God hath shined. 

perfection Job_15_29 He shall not be rich, neither shall his substance continue, neither shall he prolong the 
{perfection} thereof upon the earth. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

perfection ^ Luk_08_14 And <1161> that which fell <4098> (5631) among <1519> thorns <0173> are 
<1526> (5748) they <3778>, which, when they have heard <0191> (5660), go forth <4198> (5740), and 
<2532> are choked <4846> (5743) with <5259> cares <3308> and <2532> riches <4149> and <2532> 
pleasures <2237> of this life <0979>, and <2532> bring <5052> <0> no <3756> fruit to {perfection} <5052> 
(5719). 

perfection ^ Heb_07_11 If <1487> <3303> therefore <3767> {perfection} <5050> were <2258> (5713) by 
<1223> the Levitical <3020> priesthood <2420>, (for <1063> under <1909> it <0846> the people <2992> 
received the law <3549> (5718),) what <5101> further <2089> need <5532> was there that another <2087> 
priest <2409> should rise <0450> (5733) after <2596> the order <5010> of Melchisedec <3198>, and <2532>
not <3756> be called <3004> (5745) after <2596> the order <5010> of Aaron <2>? 

perfection ^ 2Co_13_09 For <1063> we <2249> are glad <5463> (5719), when <3752> we are weak <0770> 
(5725), and <1161> ye <5210> are <5600> (5753) strong <1415>: and <1161> this <5124> also <2532> we 
wish <2172> (5736), even your <5216> {perfection} <2676>. 

perfection ^ Heb_06_01 Therefore <1352> leaving <0863> (5631) the principles <0746> of the doctrine 
<3056> of Christ <5547>, let us go on <5342> (5747) unto <1909> {perfection} <5047>; not <3361> laying 
<2598> (5734) again <3825> the foundation <2310> of repentance <3341> from <0575> dead <3498> works 
<2041>, and <2532> of faith <4102> toward <1909> God <2316>, 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
perfection 2Co_13_09 For we are glad (5463 -chairo -) , when (3752 -hotan -) we are weak (0770 -astheneo -)
, and ye are strong (1415 -dunatos -):and this (5124 -touto -) also (2532 -kai -) we wish (2172 -euchomai -) , [ 
even ] your (5216 -humon -) {perfection} (2676 -katartisis -) . 

perfection Heb_06_01 . Therefore leaving (0863 -aphiemi -) the principles (0746 -arche -) of the doctrine 
(3056 -logos -) of Christ (5547 -Christos -) , let us go (5342 -phero -) on unto {perfection} (5051 -teleiotes -) ; 
not laying (2598 -kataballo -) again (3825 -palin -) the foundation (2310 -themelios -) of repentance (3341 -
metanoia -) from dead (3498 -nekros -) works (2041 -ergon -) , and of faith (4102 -pistis -) toward (1909 -epi 
-) God (2316 -theos -) , 

perfection Heb_07_11 . If (1487 -ei -) therefore (3767 -oun -) {perfection} (5050 -teleiosis -) were by the 
Levitical (3020 -Leuitikos -) priesthood (2420 -hierosune -) , ( for under (1909 -epi -) it the people (2992 -laos
-) received (3549 -nomotheteo -) the law (3549 -nomotheteo -) , ) what (5101 -tis -) further (2089 -eti -) need 
(5532 -chreia -) [ was there ] that another (2087 -heteros -) priest (2409 -hiereus -) should rise (0450 -
anistemi -) after (2596 -kata -) the order (5010 -taxis -) of Melchisedec (3198 -Melchisedek -) , and not be 
called (3004 -lego -) after (2596 -kata -) the order (5010 -taxis -) of Aaron (0002 -Aaron -) ? 

perfection Isa_47_09 But these (00428 +)el - leh ) two (08147 +sh@nayim ) [ things ] shall come (00935 
+bow) ) to thee in a moment (07281 +rega( ) in one (00259 +)echad ) day (03117 +yowm ) , the loss (07921 
+shakol ) of children , and widowhood (00489 +)almon ):they shall come (00935 +bow) ) upon thee in their 
{perfection} (08537 +tom ) for the multitude (07230 +rob ) of thy sorceries (03785 +kesheph ) , [ and ] for 
the great (03966 +m@(od ) abundance (06109 +(otsmah ) of thine enchantments (02267 +cheber ) . 

perfection Job_11_07 . Canst thou by searching (02714 +cheqer ) find (04672 +matsa) ) out God 
(0433)elowahh ) ? canst thou find (04672 +matsa) ) out the Almighty (07706 +Shadday ) unto {perfection} 
(08503 +takliyth ) ? 

http://ebiblesoftware.com


perfection Job_15_29 He shall not be rich (06238 +(ashar ) , neither (03808 +lo) ) shall his substance (02428 
+chayil ) continue (06965 +quwm ) , neither (03808 +lo) ) shall he prolong (05186 +natah ) the {perfection} 
(04512 +minleh ) thereof upon the earth (00776 +)erets ) . 

perfection Job_28_03 He setteth (07760 +suwm ) an end (07093 +qets ) to darkness (02822 +choshek ) , and 
searcheth (02713 +chaqar ) out all (03605 +kol ) {perfection} (08503 +takliyth ):the stones (68) of darkness 
(00652 +)ophel ) , and the shadow (06757 +tsalmaveth ) of death (06757 +tsalmaveth ) . 

perfection Lam_02_15 All (03605 +kol ) that pass (05674 +(abar ) by clap (05606 +caphaq ) [ their ] hands 
(03709 +kaph ) at (05921 +(al ) thee ; they hiss (08319 +sharaq ) and wag (05128 +nuwa( ) their head (07218
+ro)sh ) at (05921 +(al ) the daughter (01323 +bath ) of Jerusalem (03389 +Y@ruwshalaim ) , [ saying , Is ] 
this (02088 +zeh ) the city (05892 +(iyr ) that [ men ] call (00559 +)amar ) The {perfection} (03632 +kaliyl ) 
of beauty (03308 +yophiy ) , The joy (04885 +masows ) of the whole (03605 +kol ) earth (00776 +)erets ) ? 

perfection Luk_08_14 And that which fell 4098 -pipto - among 1519 -eis - thorns 0173 -akantha - are they , 
which , when they have heard 0191 -akouo - , go 4198 -poreuomai - forth 4198 -poreuomai - , and are 
choked 4846 -sumpnigo - with cares 3308 -merimna - and riches 4149 -ploutos - and pleasures 2237 -hedone
- of [ this 3588 -ho - ] life 0979 -bios - , and bring 5062 -tessarakonta - no 3756 -ou - fruit 5062 -tessarakonta 
- to {perfection} 5052 -telesphoreo - . 

perfection Psa_119_096 . I have seen (07200 +ra)ah ) an end (07093 +qets ) of all (03605 +kol ) {perfection} 
(08502 +tiklah ):[ but ] thy commandment (04687 +mitsvah ) [ is ] exceeding (03966 +m@(od ) broad (07342
+rachab ) . 

perfection Psa_50_02 Out of Zion (06726 +Tsiyown ) , the {perfection} (04359 +miklal ) of beauty (03308 
+yophiy ) , God (00430 +)elohiym ) hath shined (03313 +yapha( ) . 
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* perfection , 2676 katartisis , 5050 teleiosis , 5051 teleiotes , perfection -2676 {perfection}, perfection -5050 
{perfection}, perfection -5051 {perfection}, perfection -3632 all , burnt , every , flame , perfect , {perfection} , 
utterly , whit , whole , wholly , perfection -4359 {perfection} , perfection -4512 {perfection} , perfection -8502 
{perfection} , perfection -8503 end , perfect , {perfection} , perfection -8537 end , full , integrity , perfect , 
{perfection} , simplicity , upright , uprightly , uprightness , venture , within , perfection 4359 -- miklal -- 
{perfection}. perfection 4512 -- minleh -- {perfection}. perfection 8502 -- tiklah -- {perfection}. perfection 2676 
** katartisis ** {perfection}. perfection 5047 ** teleiotes ** {perfection}(-ness). perfection 5050 ** teleiosis ** 
{perfection}, performance. perfection 5052 ** telesphoreo ** bring fruit to {perfection}. perfection ......... on unto 
perfection 5051 -teleiotes-> perfection ......... perfection 2676 -katartisis-> perfection ......... perfection 5050 -
teleiosis-> perfection ......... perfection 5050 -teleiosis-> perfection ......... to perfection 5052 -telesphoreo-> 
perfection 4359 ## miklal {mik-lawl'}; from 3634; perfection (of beauty): -- {perfection}.[ql perfection 4512 ## 
minleh {min-leh'}; from 5239; completion, i.e. (in produce) wealth: -- {perfection}.[ql perfection 8502 ## tiklah 
{tik-law'}; from 3615; completeness: -- {perfection}.[ql perfection 2676 # katartisis {kat-ar'-tis-is}; from 2675; 
thorough equipment (subjectively): -- {perfection}.[ql perfection 5047 # teleiotes {tel-i-ot'-ace}; from 5046; (the 
state) completeness (mentally or morally): -- {perfection}(- ness).[ql perfection 5050 # teleiosis {tel-i'-o-sis}; 
from 5448; (the act) completion, i.e. (of prophecy) verification, or (of expiation) absolution: -- {perfection}, 
performance.[ql perfection 5052 # telesphoreo {tel-es-for-eh'-o}; from a compound of 5056 and 5342; to be a 
bearer to completion (maturity), i.e. to ripen fruit (figuratively): -- bring fruit to {perfection}.[ql perfection 119 
009 Psa /^{perfection /but thy commandment is exceeding broad . perfection 047 009 Isa /^{perfection /for the 
multitude of thy sorceries , and for the great abundance of thine enchantments . perfection 006 001 Heb 
/${perfection /not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works , and of faith toward God , 
perfection 050 002 Psa /^{perfection /of beauty , God hath shined . perfection 002 015 Lam /^{perfection /of 
beauty , The joy of the whole earth ? perfection 028 003 Job /^{perfection /the stones of darkness , and the 
shadow of death . perfection 015 029 Job /^{perfection /thereof upon the earth . perfection 007 011 Heb 
/${perfection /were by the Levitical priesthood , , what further need was there that another priest should rise after 
the order of Melchisedec , and not be called after the order of Aaron ? perfection 11 - perfection Canst thou by 
searching find out God? canst thou find out the Almighty unto {perfection}? perfection He shall not be rich, 
neither shall his substance continue, neither shall he prolong the {perfection} thereof upon the earth. perfection He
setteth an end to darkness, and searcheth out all {perfection}: the stones of darkness, and the shadow of death. 
perfection Out of Zion, the {perfection} of beauty, God hath shined. perfection I have seen an end of all 
{perfection}: [but] thy commandment [is] exceeding broad. perfection But these two [things] shall come to thee in
a moment in one day, the loss of children, and widowhood: they shall come upon thee in their {perfection} for the 
multitude of thy sorceries, [and] for the great abundance of thine enchant ments. perfection All that pass by clap 
[their] hands at thee; they hiss and wag their head at the daughter of Jerusalem, [saying, Is] this the city that [men] 
call The {perfection} of beauty, The joy of the whole earth? perfection And that which fell among thorns are they,
which, when they have heard, go forth, and are choked with cares and riches and pleasures of this] life, and bring 
no fruit to {perfection}. perfection <2CO13 -9> For we are glad, when we are weak, and ye are strong: and this 
also we wish, even] your {perfection}. perfection Therefore leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us 
go on unto {perfection}; not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works, and of faith toward God, 
perfection If therefore {perfection} were by the Levitical priesthood, for under it the people received the law,) 
what further need was there] that another priest should rise after the order of Melchisedec, and not be called after 
the order of Aaron? 



* perfection , 2676 katartisis , 5050 teleiosis , 5051 teleiotes ,



perfection -2676 {perfection}, perfection -5050 {perfection}, perfection -5051 {perfection},



perfection -3632 all , burnt , every , flame , perfect , {perfection} , utterly , whit , whole , wholly , perfection -
4359 {perfection} , perfection -4512 {perfection} , perfection -8502 {perfection} , perfection -8503 end , perfect , 
{perfection} , perfection -8537 end , full , integrity , perfect , {perfection} , simplicity , upright , uprightly , 
uprightness , venture , within ,



perfection 4359 -- miklal -- {perfection}. perfection 4512 -- minleh -- {perfection}. perfection 8502 -- tiklah -- 
{perfection}. perfection 2676 ** katartisis ** {perfection}. perfection 5047 ** teleiotes ** {perfection}(-ness). 
perfection 5050 ** teleiosis ** {perfection}, performance. perfection 5052 ** telesphoreo ** bring fruit to 
{perfection}.





perfection ......... on unto perfection 5051 -teleiotes-> perfection ......... perfection 2676 -katartisis-> perfection 
......... perfection 5050 -teleiosis-> perfection ......... perfection 5050 -teleiosis-> perfection ......... to perfection 
5052 -telesphoreo->



perfection 4359 ## miklal {mik-lawl'}; from 3634; perfection (of beauty): -- {perfection}.[ql perfection 4512 ## 
minleh {min-leh'}; from 5239; completion, i.e. (in produce) wealth: -- {perfection}.[ql perfection 8502 ## tiklah 
{tik-law'}; from 3615; completeness: -- {perfection}.[ql perfection 2676 # katartisis {kat-ar'-tis-is}; from 2675; 
thorough equipment (subjectively): -- {perfection}.[ql perfection 5047 # teleiotes {tel-i-ot'-ace}; from 5046; (the 
state) completeness (mentally or morally): -- {perfection}(- ness).[ql perfection 5050 # teleiosis {tel-i'-o-sis}; 
from 5448; (the act) completion, i.e. (of prophecy) verification, or (of expiation) absolution: -- {perfection}, 
performance.[ql perfection 5052 # telesphoreo {tel-es-for-eh'-o}; from a compound of 5056 and 5342; to be a 
bearer to completion (maturity), i.e. to ripen fruit (figuratively): -- bring fruit to {perfection}.[ql
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perfection Psa_119_009 /^{perfection /but thy commandment is exceeding broad . perfection Isa_47_09 
/^{perfection /for the multitude of thy sorceries , and for the great abundance of thine enchantments . perfection 
Heb_06_01 /${perfection /not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works , and of faith toward 
God , perfection Psa_50_02 /^{perfection /of beauty , God hath shined . perfection Lam_02_15 /^{perfection /of 
beauty , The joy of the whole earth ? perfection Job_28_03 /^{perfection /the stones of darkness , and the shadow 
of death . perfection Job_15_29 /^{perfection /thereof upon the earth . perfection Heb_07_11 /${perfection /were 
by the Levitical priesthood , , what further need was there that another priest should rise after the order of 
Melchisedec , and not be called after the order of Aaron ?



perfection 11 -



perfection Canst thou by searching find out God? canst thou find out the Almighty unto {perfection}? perfection 
He shall not be rich, neither shall his substance continue, neither shall he prolong the {perfection} thereof upon 
the earth. perfection He setteth an end to darkness, and searcheth out all {perfection}: the stones of darkness, and 
the shadow of death. perfection Out of Zion, the {perfection} of beauty, God hath shined. perfection I have seen 
an end of all {perfection}: [but] thy commandment [is] exceeding broad. perfection But these two [things] shall 
come to thee in a moment in one day, the loss of children, and widowhood: they shall come upon thee in their 
{perfection} for the multitude of thy sorceries, [and] for the great abundance of thine enchant ments. perfection 
All that pass by clap [their] hands at thee; they hiss and wag their head at the daughter of Jerusalem, [saying, Is] 
this the city that [men] call The {perfection} of beauty, The joy of the whole earth? perfection And that which fell 
among thorns are they, which, when they have heard, go forth, and are choked with cares and riches and pleasures 
of this] life, and bring no fruit to {perfection}. perfection <2CO13 -9> For we are glad, when we are weak, and ye
are strong: and this also we wish, even] your {perfection}. perfection Therefore leaving the principles of the 
doctrine of Christ, let us go on unto {perfection}; not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works, 
and of faith toward God, perfection If therefore {perfection} were by the Levitical priesthood, for under it the 
people received the law,) what further need was there] that another priest should rise after the order of 
Melchisedec, and not be called after the order of Aaron?
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